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A test of parity-conserving, time-reversal non-invariance
(PC TRNI) has been performed in 5.9 MeV polarized neutron
transmission through nuclear spin aligned holmium. The ex-
periment searches for the T-violating five-fold correlation via
a double modulation technique — flipping the neutron spin
while rotating the alignment axis of the holmium. Relative
cross sections for spin-up and spin-down neutrons are found
to be equal to within 1.2 × 10−5 (80% confidence). This is a
two order of magnitude improvement compared to traditional
detailed balance studies of time reversal, and represents the
most precise test of PC TRNI in a dynamical process.
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Parity-conserving, time-reversal non-invariance (PC
TRNI) arises only through second-order weak effects
within the Standard Model. As such, observables from
these interactions are expected to be extremely small
[1]. Nevertheless, experimental bounds are much less
stringent. Previously, the most precise dynamical bound
came from the detailed balance studies of the reaction
24Mg(α, p)27Al and its inverse [2], where relative differ-
ential cross sections were found to be equal to within
5.1× 10−3 (80% confidence).
In this letter, we present results from an improved
search for PC TRNI, using polarized neutron transmis-
sion through a rotating, cryogenically aligned, 165Ho tar-
get [3]. The measurement tests reciprocity, or more col-
loquially, “running the movie backwards”. If reciprocity
holds, the total cross sections will be equal for vertically
polarized spin-up and spin-down neutrons transmitted
through a tensor polarized target whose alignment axis
lies in the horizontal plane at 45 degrees with respect to
the beam direction [4]. We find the relative cross sections
for 5.9 MeV neutrons to be equal to within 1.2 × 10−5
(80%), which, compared to detailed balance studies, is a
factor of four hundred improvement in a measurement of
PC TRNI relative cross sections.
A more fundamental comparison of results of differ-
ent experiments at low energies is made in terms of a
meson-exchange model. Simonius has shown that parity-
conserving, time-reversal violation arises only through
charged meson exchanges, with the major contribution
arising from the ρ meson [5]. We take advantage of a re-
cently developed model incorporating T-violating ρ me-
son exchange [6] to interpret our result.
The present measurement consists of a search for the
five-fold correlation (FC) term ~s · (~I × ~k)(~I · ~k) in the
neutron-nucleus forward scattering amplitude. Here, ~s
is the spin of the neutron, ~k is the momentum of the
neutron, and ~I is the spin of the holmium target. The
total cross section for neutrons polarized parallel/anti-
parallel (+/−) to the direction ~I × ~k is [7]
σ±T (θ) = σ0(1 + t˜20(I)σ2 P2(cos θ) (1)
± t˜10(s) t˜20(I)A5 sin 2θ),
where t˜10(s) is the polarization of the neutron beam,
t˜20(I) is the tensor alignment of the holmium target with
respect to its crystal symmetry axis, σ0 is the unpolarized
cross section, σ2 is the deformation effect cross section,
A5 is the PC TRNI spin-correlation coefficient, and θ
is the angle between the alignment axis of the holmium
crystal and the beam direction.
The FC term is isolated by reversing the spin of the
neutron beam, and simultaneously rotating the holmium
alignment axis. A sequence of measurements of the trans-
mission asymmetry
ǫ5(θ) =
N+(θ)−N−(θ)
N+(θ) +N−(θ)
(2)
(N±(θ) = N0e
−nσ±
T
(θ), where n is the target thickness
andN0 is the incident flux) is fit to the form a0+a2 sin 2θ
(a0, a2 constants) to extract the spin-correlation coeffi-
cient
A5 =
a2(1 + φ)
t˜10(s) t˜20(I)nσ0
, (3)
where n = 0.065 atoms/b, and σ0 is the unpolarized cross
section (5.1 b at E = 5.9 MeV). The factor φ accounts for
the small number of gamma rays detected and counted
as neutrons (see later).
Systematic effects associated with time drifts, spin and
beam misalignments, and finite geometry effects are an-
alyzed in detail elsewhere [8]. In general, none lead to a
1
sin 2θ modulation at the level investigated here. In par-
ticular, sequential interactions which mimic the FC signal
exactly are second order in the weak interaction, and are
negligible to the accuracy of the present experiment.
A schematic of the experimental arrangement is shown
in Figure 1. The count rate and accuracy improvement
compared to our previous work [3] result from: a) using
the 2H(~d, ~n)3He reaction instead of the 3H(~p, ~n)3He reac-
tion, b) using a cryogenically cooled deuterium gas cell,
c) moving source and detectors into a close, unshielded
geometry, and d) longer run times.
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FIG. 1. The experimental setup for the time-reversal mea-
surement. A vertically (yˆ) polarized neutron beam with mo-
mentum kˆ, directed along zˆ, is produced via the 2H(~d, ~n)3He
reaction, transmitted through the aligned holmium target,
and detected at 0◦. The dashed lines depict the solid an-
gle subtended by the neutron detectors. All components and
distances are drawn to scale.
The cooled deuterium gas cell is a 0.851 cm diame-
ter by 3.18 cm long cylinder filled with 8 atm of deu-
terium gas. The vector and tensor polarized deuteron
beam from the TUNL tandem accelerator enters the cell
through a 15.2 µm thick Havar window and is stopped
in a 0.051 cm sleeve of gold surrounding the cell walls.
The cell is cooled to 168 K through a 2.54 cm diameter
copper cold finger extending into a liquid nitrogen bath.
The cell temperature is stabilized by a feedback heater to
±0.5 K to minimize gas density fluctuations due to beam
heating. A 2.0 µA beam of 4.9 MeV deuterons produced
∼ 105 neutrons/cm2·s at the front surface of the 0◦ detec-
tor array with a mean energy of 5.9 MeV and a spread
of 2.6 MeV. A pair of liquid scintillator detectors are
located at ±36◦ with respect to the beam direction to
monitor the neutron polarization via the left-right ana-
lyzing power of the neutron production reaction.
Holmium is chosen as a target material because it is
monoisotopic and can be cryogenically aligned in the ab-
sence of an external magnetic field. The target consists
of a cylindrical single-crystal sample (2.3 cm diameter,
2.8 cm in height) with its c-axis (or alignment axis) ori-
ented perpendicular to the cylinder axis. The crystal
is mounted with its cylinder axis along yˆ, placing its
alignment axis in the x − z plane. The target is rotated
about the cylinder axis thereby defining the angle θ be-
tween the alignment axis and the beam direction. The
sample is cooled to ∼ 150 mK using a 3He – 4He dilu-
tion refrigerator, causing spontaneous nuclear alignment
(90%) due to the interaction of the magnetic dipole and
electric quadrupole moments with the unpaired electrons
through the large internal hyperfine field. The vector po-
larization of the sample due to the earth’s magnetic field
is 10−4, and is negligible for the present measurement.
The alignment of the holmium was measured using ther-
mometry and verified with independent measurements
of the deformation effect cross section [9]. These mea-
surements were performed at 9.5 MeV where the defor-
mation effect cross section is large (∼ −500 mb). The
time-reversal measurements were carried out at 5.9 MeV
where the deformation effect is small (< 5 mb), but sen-
sitivity to TRNI is a maximum [6].
The intense neutron fluxes at both the monitor and 0◦
detectors required the development of two four-detector
arrays of plastic scintillator neutron detectors. The moni-
tor detector array is 1.27 cm thick and detects neutrons in
a “halo” surrounding the solid angle subtended by the 0◦
detector array. The 0◦ array is 12.7×12.7×10.2 cm thick
and divided into four equal segments. Detectors are op-
erated in pulse mode. Since plastic scintillators are used,
pulse shape discrimination between neutrons and gamma
rays is not possible. Thus, the ratio of gamma rays to
neutrons is determined independently using time-of-flight
techniques, and is measured to be φ = 0.064± 0.001.
The data for the time-reversal measurements are col-
lected using a double modulation technique, where the
neutron spin direction is reversed every 100 ms in the
eight-step sequence + − − + − + + − . After 256
eight-step sequences, the target alignment axis is rotated
to a new angle in the sequence −180◦ to +180◦ and back
to −180◦ in 22.5◦ steps. Both the spin-flip and target ro-
tation sequences are chosen to minimize time-dependent
drifts that can arise in the transmission asymmetry.
The neutron transmission data are corrected for dead-
time and cross talk between detector pairs before nor-
malizing to the counts in the monitor detector array.
An asymmetry is formed (Eq. 2) for each eight-step se-
quence and averaged over the entire set of 256 eight-step
sequences. A constant background (∼ 5 × 10−4) term
arises, due to the difference in tensor polarizations of
the deuteron beam between the two polarization states,
which results in different neutron fluxes. The T-violating
FC term, if it exists, appears in the data as a sin 2θ oscil-
lation on top of this constant background. It is this angle
modulation, in combination with the rapid neutron spin
flip, that makes possible the high precision achieved in
this experiment.
The data were accumulated over a period of one week,
and correspond to a total of ∼ 1012 neutrons detected.
The monitor normalized asymmetry ǫ5(θ) for a sequence
of 600 runs is shown in Figure 2. Each run corresponds
to 256 eight-step sequences at a given angle and the sub-
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set shown represents 25% of the data. The asymmetry
is fit to the form a0 + a2 sin 2θ using least squares. A
value of a2 = (1.1 ± 1.0) × 10
−6 is extracted from the
data. The chi-square per degree of freedom is 0.9994,
indicating no significant random errors other than those
associated with counting statistics. Using the measured
polarizations (t˜10(s) = 0.67± 0.05, t˜20(I) = 0.62± 0.05)
and the measured ratio of gamma rays to neutrons (φ =
0.064 ± 0.001), the asymmetry is converted to the spin-
correlation coefficient A5 (Eq. 3), yielding
A5 = (8.6± 7.7)× 10
−6, (4)
consistent with time-reversal invariance. At 45◦, the rel-
ative spin-up versus spin-down cross section difference is
less than 1.2× 10−5 (80% confidence).
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FIG. 2. Monitor normalized detector asymmetry ǫ5 as a
function of run number for a 300 run subset of data. Each run
corresponds to four minutes of data at a given angle, taken
in the sequence −180◦ → +180◦ → −180◦ in 22.5◦ steps.
The dashed lines indicate the ±1σ errors on the data. The
sin 2θ angle dependence associated with time-reversal viola-
tion is shown below the data with an arbitrary amplitude and
a known phase. Based on fits to these and the other data, we
find the amplitude of the time-reversal violating sin 2θ term
to be 1.1 ± 1.0 × 10−6.
The most natural parameter for describing PC TRNI is
g¯ρ, the ratio of T-violating to T-conserving coupling con-
stants for ρ exchange. Using a recent theoretical analysis
by Engel et al., A5 can be directly converted into g¯ρ [6].
In this analysis, the Simonius potential is used in a fold-
ing model calculation to generate an optical potential for
165Ho. This optical potential is then used in a coupled-
channels calculation to extract A5 as a function of g¯ρ. Us-
ing our value of A5, we obtain g¯ρ = (2.3±2.1)×10
−2. The
FC term arises only from the valence proton in holmium,
and therefore the aligned target PC TRNI experiments
suffer from a 1/A suppression compared to one body nu-
clear effects such as parity violation. Nevertheless, we see
that an experiment with MeV neutrons is able to probe
TRNI in the ρ-exchange part of the N-N potential at the
level of a few per cent.
Recent theoretical analyses [6,10–12] now allow com-
parison between TRI tests in various systems. While the
parameter g¯ρ is the most natural point of comparison,
an alternative quantity αT , the ratio of T-violating to T-
conserving nuclear matrix elements has also been widely
used in the past. The quantity αT was introduced by the
Rochester group, and bounds of order 10−3 were deduced
by them from level spacing data in heavy nuclei [13].
It was considered initially that αT was also an approxi-
mate measure of the relative strength of the PC TRNI in
the N-N system. But more recent work has shown that
αT and g¯ρ are numerically quite different, and typically
αT = 0.012g¯ρ [11,12].
Previously, the detailed balance measurement of
Blanke et al. [2] had provided the most stringent dy-
namical test of parity-conserving, time-reversal non-
invariance. In their experiment the cross sections for the
reactions 24Mg(α, p)27Al and its inverse were found to
be equal to an accuracy of ∆ = 5.1 × 10−3 (80% con-
fidence). The experimental observable is not as simply
related to the underlying nucleon-nucleon TRNI as in
the FC experiment, and numerous statistical analyses
[10,14–16] have been performed over the years to extract
more fundamental TRNI parameters from the data, such
as αT . The analyses of Refs. [10,14] give similar bounds,
αT ≤ 3.5 × 10
−3 (95%). Comparing to our results for
g¯ρ at the same confidence limit, we find the FC experi-
ment therefore represents a factor of five improvement in
a bound on g¯ρ.
While the present measurement represents the most
precise test of PC TRNI to date in a dynamical system,
other tests can in some cases provide more restrictive
bounds indirectly. The most important of these other
bounds comes from measurement of the atomic electric
dipole moment of 199Hg (d <∼ 1.3 × 10
−27 e · cm [17]).
The observable in that case is both P- and T-violating,
but sets constraints on the assumed PC TRNI interaction
via weak corrections. In a recent work, Haxton et al. [11]
obtained a limit g¯ρ <∼ 1 × 10
−2 at the 95% confidence
level from the 199Hg result.
Direct tests of PC TRNI continue to be discussed, both
at high energies (0.5 GeV/c) in few-nucleon systems, and
at low energies in resonance reactions in medium mass
and heavy nuclei. Measurements of the FC in ~p− ~d scat-
tering have been proposed for the new storage ring fa-
cility COSY at Julich [18]. Few-nucleon systems allow
for a clean theoretical interpretation, and first estimates
indicate potentially an order of magnitude improvement
in a direct test of PC TRNI [19]. Resonance tests hold
the most promise for large enhancements, but are also
theoretically the hardest to interpret. Both neutron and
charged particle tests have been discussed [20]. An im-
portant consideration in such tests is the need to obtain
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data on more than just one resonance. This is a realis-
tic goal for the FC test in holmium, and for traditional
detailed balance tests in charged particle reactions. It
continues to be an issue for P-violating TRNI neutron
transmission tests, where to date only single isolated res-
onances have been identified in polarizable nuclei (for
example, in 139La).
In summary, we have tested reciprocity in nuclear re-
actions by measuring a T-violating spin-correlation co-
efficient A5 of (8.6 ± 7.7) × 10
−6 in polarized neutron
transmission through nuclear spin aligned holmium. The
measurement corresponds to a bound on a T-violating
meson coupling of g¯ρ ≤ 5.8×10
−2 (95%). This represents
the most precise test of parity-conserving, time-reversal
non-invariance in a dynamical process.
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